Is Vote Fraud Encouraged by
Governments
Because
the
Resulting Crisis Can be Used
to Justify Real ID Cards?
Activist Gary Gileno says that vote fraud is orchestrated and
planned, which he says is proved by the fact that no one ever
goes to jail for doing it. Real ID gives the Secretary of the
Department of Homeland Security unprecedented power over such
things as who can purchase a weapon, pick up a prescription,
or vote. President Trump has made it a priority to implement
Real ID by 2020. Republicans feel they have been cheated in
the current election fraud and are calling for voter ID and
federal oversight, but they will get Real ID instead. The
United Nations Agenda 2030 calls for a global ID system for
every person in the world by 2030. -GEG

Antifa Menaced Seattle City
Council Candidate Until He
Dropped Out of Race
Seattle, the Emerald City, is in decline due to an explosion
of homelessness, rising crime rates, new taxes, and
skyrocketing housing costs, and this is unlikely to change as
the City Council continues to follow collectivist policies.
Christopher Rufo announced his candidacy for a seat on the
Seattle City Council to counter the “activist class”, but farleft militants forced him to drop out three weeks into his
campaign. The leftists menaced his family by trying to get his
wife fired from her job at Microsoft, threatening sexual
violence against her, and posting hateful messages to his 8year-old son’s Facebook page. Rufo believed the attacks would
increase so he quit the race before his family became victims
of violence.
.
In a related story, President Trump warned violent leftists
and Antifa members that opposition to them may “mobilize,” and
“cause trouble” for them. He said the opposition had the
potential to be more violent than Antifa. Law enforcement
rarely arrests or punishes Antifa or other violent leftists
(see this, this and this), which encourages the gangs to grow.
The liberal media, well-organized leftist groups, and Democrat
politicians also protect Antifa. [There is a rising suspicion
that all of these elements are working together to trigger
violent retaliation from citizens who are ‘fed up’ with the
‘freaks’ – and this reaction is exactly what they want because
it would be a plausible excuse for martial law. The White
House does nothing more than issue verbal warnings which
suggest that the coming violent reaction will be a good
thing.] -GEG

Following the tradition of threats of violence and harassment
toward those whom they disagree with, far left activists in

Seattle have forced a city council candidate to drop out of
the race, just three weeks into his campaign.
Christopher Rufo promised to challenge the status quo in
Seattle, which has become a beacon of misery. The city
experiencing an epidemic of homelessness, skyrocketing housing
costs, tons of new taxes, and rising crime rates. So Rufo
filed to run for city council for the 2019 elections. Cue the
leftist crybullies, who began to threaten Rufo, along with his
wife and family.
My Northwest reports:
Seattle City Council members have been focused on making a
national presence for themselves instead of actually
governing the city and focusing on what the city needs.
You’ve got tent cities decorating what was once the Emerald
City. You’ve got people who haven’t been to Seattle for
awhile commenting on how unpleasant it is, how violent it is,
how aggressive it is, and how ugly it is.
So we’ve got a new crop of candidates saying that this is a
failure of government, and promising to give people an
alternative to the socialist viewpoints and programs of
Seattle politicians.
Here’s the problem with wanting to stop the ideological
divide in Seattle — anybody who gives a hint of being
tolerant toward a conservative base is instantly frowned upon
in some circles in this city. In fact, when Rufo first made
the announcement that he was running, someone on Facebook
commented that he seemed like a nice guy, but had been at an
event in town thrown by a conservative group, which
automatically made him suspicious. Does attendance at a
conservative event now disqualify you? What if you attended
an event of a conservative you disagreed with just to hear
what they had to say?
But anyway, Christopher Rufo said that he wanted a new way of

doing business, a new method — and now he’s already out. On
Wednesday, he sent an email out to members of his campaign
saying that he’s got to leave. It’s not because he wants to
leave; it’s because of the “tolerant” atmosphere in Seattle.
Rufo released a statement to his supporters:
“I had hoped that this would be a campaign of ideas, but I
quickly discovered that the activists in this city have no
interest in ideas. Since the campaign launch, they have
harassed and threatened my family nonstop. I was prepared to
take the heat, but unfortunately, they have focused their
hatred on my wife and children. They’ve made vile racist
attacks against my wife, attempted to get her fired from
Microsoft, and threatened sexual violence. They have even
posted hateful messages to my 8-year-old son’s school
Facebook page. I know that as the race progresses, the
activists will ratchet up their hate-machine and these
attacks will intensify significantly.”
Read full article here…
President Donald Trump warned violent leftists and Antifa
members that an opposition to them may “mobilize,” and it
would mean “big trouble” for the leftist group.
“They better hope that the opposition to Antifa decides not to
mobilize,” the president told The Daily Caller in an exclusive
Oval Office interview Wednesday.
Republican presidential nominee Donald Trump pauses during a
campaign event September 6, 2016 in Virginia Beach, Virginia.
(Photo by Alex Wong/Getty Images)
“These people, like the Antifa — they better hope that the
opposition to Antifa decides not to mobilize. Because if they
do, they’re much tougher. Much stronger. Potentially much more

violent. And Antifa’s going to be in big trouble. But so far
they haven’t done that and that’s a good thing,” he continued.
Trump was asked by The Daily Caller about the recent wave of
political violence during his administration, beginning with
violent Antifa riots on his inauguration day.
Read full article here…

